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WRITING FOR THE WEB TOPICS

1. Web Content Creation

2. Brand

3. Audience

4. Principles of Good Web Writing

5. Usability

6. SEO

7. Naming Conventions (navigation, URLs, files)

8. Writing for Social Media

9. Writing Style Guide



WEB CONTENT CREATION

I. ESTABLISH WORKFLOW

II. DELIVERY OF CONTENT TO AUDIENCES

III. WEB WRITING: PRODUCING TANGIBLE RESULTS



I. ESTABLISH WORKFLOW

Define how content is requested, sourced, created, 
reviewed, approved, delivered and governed. 

1. Process

2. Tasks 

3. People

4. Tools



PROCESS

How content moves through your organization

Requested

Sourced

Created

Reviewed

Delivered

Governed



TASKS

What we do to ensure content is useful and usable 

Request

Source

CreateDeliver

Govern

Web Content 
Request

Assign & Brief 
Web Writer

Writer collects 
source content



PEOPLE

Roles & Responsibilities

Role Responsibilities

Content Owner Overall quality of web content; ensuring timeliness and 
accuracy, management of content creation

Web Writer Turn content strategy recommendations into original 
content

Content Strategist Research and analysis, content recommendations 

Editor Editorial schedule, first draft review, final approval

Migration Team Place content in CMS; tagging & dynamic content 
population

Subject Matter Expert A source of information

Design/Photo/Video Non-text content creation

Project Manager Administrative, timeline, channels, ensures technical 
implementation



PEOPLE

Scope of Responsibilities

Name Role Scope of Responsibilities

Helen Content Owner, Editor All clinical service lines

Colin Web Writer Heart & Cancer service lines, Clinical Trials
content (patient-facing)

Kjersti Content Strategist All website entities

Stef Migration 2.0 Our Services, 5.0 Education & Research



WHICH PEOPLE DO WHAT TASKS WHEN?

A new campaign = new content!

Marketing manager 

Request

Source

Create

Review

Web Content 
Request

Assign & Brief 
Web Writer

Writer collects 
source content

Content Owner

Writer

SME

Makes request

Accept request

Assigns and briefs

Accepts assignment, 

Attends briefing

Interview

Investigates sources



TOOLS

What we use to ensure content is useful and usable 



CONTENT MATRIX

---

W



PAGE TEMPLATES

Patterns in content structure

Page templates are wireframes or 
diagrams that represent page-level 
content that repeats throughout the 
website.

They give writers guidance in 
understanding how written content 
will appear on a page.



PAGE TABLE

Everything you need to 
know (about the content on 
a specific page).

Page tables define the parameters 
of and provide a consistent tool for 
the writing of a page of content.

You can have unique page tables 
for each web page design 
template, each email template, or 
each blog type.



II. DELIVERY OF CONTENT TO AUDIENCES

How will we make our content available?

1. Delivery channels

2. Your CMS



DELIVERY CHANNELS

Plan for consistency in messaging and timeliness across 
chosen media channels

Define what channels are used by various content owners

Website Email Blog Facebook

Cardiology X

Pediatrics X X X X

Diabetes X X

Nutrition X X

Fitness Center X X X

Surgery X



YOUR CMS

Sitecore

• Static content pages, including forms

• Dynamic content module pages

o Locations

o Physicians

o Clinical Trials

o etc.

• Dynamic module content on static content pages (tagging)

• Personalized content (user activity)

• Static callouts

• Documents



III. WEB WRITING

Producing tangible results

1. Writing for the Web

2. Web writers

3. Web writing tools



Someone IDs 
need for copy 

in a design, 
print piece, 
television or 
radio ad, etc.

They call the 
copywriter

The copywriter 
reviews the 

creative brief 
with the 

project owner. 
Source material 

is provided. 
Deadline is 
established.

Copywriter 
goes 

somewhere 
and writes

Copywriter 
sends copy 

draft to project 
owner. Edits 

ensue.

Copy approval 
occurs.

Copywriter gets 
paid.

WEB WRITING

What is it?

It’s not copywriting. This is copywriting:
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WEB WRITING: PRODUCING TANGIBLE RESULTS

Web writers are problem solvers

• They understand why writing for the web is different than writing for 
print

• They observe how people behave online

• They know the fundamentals of IA and UX design

• They are comfortable with ongoing content analysis

• They are masters of web content search engine optimization (SEO)

• They know how to use the content matrix

• They are awesome writers

• They know how to use and create header tags, search keywords, page 
structure, messaging hierarchy, text links, error messages, etc.



WEB WRITERS

Web writers create the stuff that people who are on the 
internet are looking for.

“Web (content) is still, for the most part, being 
written in much-less-than-ideal circumstances by 
people who aren’t writers and don’t have any time.”

-Erin Kissane, AListApart.com



WHY DO WE NEED WEB WRITERS?

BECAUSE CONTENT IS NEVER DONE.



BRAND

I. BRAND BUILDING

II. CONSISTENCY

III. POINT OF VIEW

IV. PERSONAS

V. VOICE & TONE

VII. FOCUS ON AUDIENCE

VIII. BE POSITIVE & REALISTIC

IX. ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY

X. SUBSTANTIATE CLAIMS



BRAND

It’s what they say it is.



BRAND BUILDING

Branding is a team sport.

Use your organization’s style guide so that you can create web content 
that is authentic and consistent.

Authenticity  +  Consistency  =  Trust



CONSISTENCY

What differentiates you? Don’t just say it, live it.

Workflow

Processes support consistency in web content

Web writing

Empower web writers to enforce consistency (not just in the content 
itself, but in the way it is all connected)

Content delivery

Users experience consistency regardless of channel



NARRATIVE POINT OF VIEW

Point of View Subjective Case Objective Case Possessive Case

First Person I
we

me
us

my/mine
our/ ours

Second Person you you your/yours

Third Person he 
she 
it
they

him
her
It
them

his/his
her/hers
its/its
their/theirs



NARRATIVE POINT OF VIEW

First person 
“We know we are not just treating a disease; we are caring for people 
who may not know which step to take next…”

Second person
“You can ask to be moved to another room if you are uncomfortable or 
unhappy.”

Third person
“Baystate Medical Center is a research and teaching hospital that serves 
as the western campus of Tufts University School of Medicine. BMC is the 
only Level 1 trauma center in western Massachusetts, and is home to the 
second-busiest emergency department in Massachusetts.”



NARRATIVE POINT OF VIEW

Avoid mixing points of view

Before

“To serve our patients and their loved ones when a difficult ethical 
question arises about medical treatments or technology, Baystate Health 
offers the services of an Ethics Committee.”

After

“To serve our patients and their loved ones when a difficult ethical 
question arises about medical treatments or technology, we offer the 
services of an Ethics Committee.”



BAYSTATE PREFERRED POINT OF VIEW

We speak to you.
Baystate uses the first and second person, not third person.

“At the Baystate Regional Cancer Program, we treat you as an individual.”

Not: 

“The Baystate Regional Cancer Program treats each patient as an 
individual.”



PERSONAS

Four personas to use in creating specific sections of content:



THE BENEFITS OF PERSONA USE

Using Personas

• Help solve problems by providing task-based scenarios 

• Prevent stakeholders from defining “user” according to personal biases

• Keeps the website user-focused and decision-making fair
• Allow team members to share 

information within a specific 
context

• Help writers create content in 
a manner consistent with real 
user needs

• Establish audience and tone of 
voice in web writing 

• Basis for Sitecore
personalization



VOICE

Baystate’s Voice

Sensitive, intelligent, with a quiet confidence and inner strength, a deep 
empathy, and a vast breadth of knowledge and experience. Expert, but 
warm and conversational. We are compassionate, professional 
caregivers.



TONE

Baystate’s Tone

• Friendly, inclusive, and confident

• Informative and straightforward

• We use words that are clear and to-the-point



WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

Voice & Tone

You could consider tone a subset of voice. 

Voice is consistent – it is what signals to readers that it is YOU.

Tone is the mood of a page or section of content.



VOICE & TONE

Baystate’s Contrasting Values for Voice & Tone Use



FOCUS ON THE AUDIENCE

What you can do for them

Even when using first person point of view, focus on what your 

organization can do for the reader. 

Internally-Focused

“We offer free wireless Internet access to patients and visitors at all of 

our Baystate Health locations.”

User-Focused

“You may use our free wireless Internet while a patient or visitor at any 

of our Baystate Health locations.”



BE POSITIVE & REALISTIC

Tell them what they GAIN

Avoid using words such as “don’t,” “unless,” “not,” and “should”



ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY

Establish Credibility

• Accreditations and awards

• Years of experience

• Consistency

• Relevancy

• Timely



ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY

Conduct periodic reviews of the accuracy of your content

Ensuring that your 
content is accurate will 
help your users trust you.

A powerful credibility-
building practice

Including reviewers 
name/contact 
information and date of 
most recent review gives 
content more credibility 
with web users.



SUBSTANTIATE CLAIMS

Build trust through supporting content

Support your benefits with statistics, patient stories, quality awards, etc.



AUDIENCE
I. ATTENTION SPAN

II. WEB USERS SATISFICE

III. HELP HUMAN USERS ENGAGE



AUDIENCE

Attention Span

“The amount of time a person is willing to spend on a site 
varies widely depending on their circumstances…”

Kathryn Whitenton, 
Nielsen Norman Group



AUDIENCE

Web Users Satisfice

“Users subconsciously have to make the tradeoff between 
interaction costs and the added benefit of locating an even 
better answer by staying on the site longer. That’s why they 
satisfice.”



AUDIENCE

Help Human Users Engage

If you want users to engage more deeply with your site, there are two 
strategies:

• Lower interaction cost: make each step easier, and users will look 
further. Most traditional usability guidelines aim at this strategy.

• Higher benefits: ensure that users can quickly get some pretty-good 
information. Recognize that users will be satisficing and boost their 
outcome.



PRINCIPLES OF GOOD WEB WRITING
I. ECONOMY OF WORDS

II. HEALTH LITERACY

III. INVERTED PYRAMID

IV. SCANNABLE

V. PAGE LENGTH

VI. PARAGRAPHS & SENTENCES

VII. HEADLINES & SUBHEADS

VIII. BULLETED LISTS 

IX. IN-TEXT LINKS

X. DUPLICATE CONTENT

XI. THINK CONVERSIONS

XII. BEHAVIOR FIRST

XIII. ACTIVE VOICE

XIV. DON’T: VERBS INTO NOUNS



ECONOMY OF WORDS

Making sure every word is the right word

• Focus on your reader and what they NEED

• Web users satisfice

• Count on them leaving (quickly) if they don’t easily see what they are 
looking for



LITERACY & HEALTH LITERACY

• As many as half of U.S. adults have limited literacy skills

• As many as 9 out of 10 Americans have limited health literacy skills

“The Hospital Medicine team provides 
24/7 inpatient coverage to the majority 
of the medical patients hospitalized at 
Baystate Medical Center.”

What exactly 
does this 
mean to me?

What is “inpatient 
coverage” in this 
context?

Am I included in 
that majority?



AVOID JARGON

Jargon is the specialized 
language of a discipline

• Jargon will not help you 
communicate with the general 
public

• Jargon restricts your ability to 
build relationships with web 
audiences



Why is it from 
2010? Am I in the 
right place?

CAN ALL OF YOUR AUDIENCES UNDERSTAND YOU?

Preparing for the Course

• Order your 2010 ACLS Provider Manual 
(product number 90-1014; cost $33.50 plus 
$9.95 shipping and handling) from Channing 
Bete by phone or online. Phone: 800-611-6083 
Web: www.aha.channing-bete.com

• Review the 2010 ACLS Provider Manual

• Log on to http://www.heart.org/eccstudent
using the Keycode: Compression

• Complete the online pre-test,

• print the completion form and bring it to class

• If you are (along with your current ACLS card if 
you are attending the recertification course.)

• Watch the 5 videos

• Review the ACLS Provider Comparision Chart 
and Highlights of the 2010 AHA Guidelines by:

• Logging on to learn.baystatehealth.org

• Log in to your record using your EN, PN or CE ID 
number

• Click on the Schedule and New Handouts link

• Click on the pdf documents on the right to open

ANOTHER
PDF???

I can’t log in 
to this site 
to register…

I don’t SEE 
any links on 
the right!!

http://www.aha.channing-bete.com


“Familiar language is more 
usable for everyone.”



INVERTED PYRAMID

Most important information first

• Feature the most important information immediately

• Add supporting information in order of importance

• Apply this style to each page and paragraph



INVERTED PYRAMID



WHAT IS THE “MOST IMPORTANT?”

The vast majority of your (non-professional) web content 
users have limited health literacy skills

Web users with limited health literacy skills prioritized the following 
types of health information as most useful:

• What are the basics I need to know? 

• How can I learn more?

• Can you help me through this?

• How can you help me? 

• How can I take action? 

• Where can I go for help? 



MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION FIRST

When should I get a mammogram? 
How can I learn more?
Can you help me through this?
How can you help me? 
How can I take action? 
Where can I go for help? 



SCANNABLE CONTENT

They won’t read it all

We know from Jakob Nielsen’s 
eye-tracking research that most 
users don’t read every word on a 
page. 



SCANNABLE

Implications of the “F” 
pattern

We also know from these studies 
that the most dominant reading 
pattern across sites and tasks is an 
“F” shape.



PAGE LENGTH

The page length is the right length when you have met the 
needs of your audience

• One topic per page

• Structure page content to help users easily scan

o Use headers, subheads and bulleted lists

o Avoid prepositions and articles

o Use accordions or tabs for topical groups if topic headings are strong 
(information scent)

o If a page is very long and all content is crucial, break up the page into 
multiple pages



PAGE LENGTH

Don’t worry, they’ll 
scroll

Nielsen Norman Group 
usability studies and 
eyetracking research 
show that people scroll 
when information is 
valuable and properly 
formatted for scanning.



PARAGRAPH & SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Paragraphs

• Lead with most important information

• Convey one concept or idea

• Small, easily digestible blocks of text

Sentences

• Begin with the most important terms

• Minimize clauses: each sentence should communicate a single idea 

• If you must use compound sentences, mix them with simple sentences

• Avoid that, who and which clauses 

• Avoid prepositions and transitional words



HEADLINES & SUBHEADS

These are the most-scanned written content on the page

They tell the reader exactly what the page is about in direct language. 

• Short

• Clearly summarize

• Front-loaded

• Scannable



BULLETED LISTS

Bulleted lists are easy to process and scan because they grab 
the reader’s attention

• Group similar information or summarize ideas or series

• Front-loaded (use most important words for each bullet first)

• Two columns for longer lists

• Your style guide outlines punctuation usage

o If multiple list styles are available, know the appropriate uses



IN-TEXT LINKS

Links within on-page content tell search engines there is 
additional, relevant content available for a given keyword

• Users can predict what will happen if they follow a link

o Use action terms for link text and explain what users will find 

Example: Get driving directions

• In-text links automatically stand out and are scanned 

o They should support the page message and inverted pyramid

o Use sparingly; too many make text unreadable



AVOID DUPLICATING CONTENT

• Reduces credibility

• Frustrates users searching for unique information

• Damages page rank

o Search engines must try to guess which page is the original



THINK CONVERSIONS

Every page should have a goal that connects users to you

Types of conversions: 

• Direct transaction: user can actively accomplish something (make a 
purchase, call us, email us)

• Indirect transaction: user submits contact information to request that 
something under your control happen in the future (email opt-in)

• Informative transaction: provide user with valuable information (view a 
training video)



BEHAVIOR FIRST

Lead with telling users what to do and how to do it

Instead of leading with:
Blood pressure is the force of blood against the walls of your arteries. 
Blood pressure should be checked often.

Lead with:
Check your blood pressure every 2 years, especially if you are age 40 or 
older.



ACTIVE VOICE

Active voice is virtually always preferable to passive.

• It is immediate and engaging – it involves the reader

• It helps deliver a more clear and effective message to the user

• If your message is confusing users will not take time to “decode” it

To eliminate passive voice, scan your writing for “be” verbs, which often 
indicate passive voice.

• Am 

• Is 

• Are 

• Been 

• “ing” – on the end of words 

• Was

• Were

• Be



BAYSTATE USES THE ACTIVE VOICE

We are direct. We prefer the active voice.

Active

Your nurse will start your IV before bringing you to the operating room.

Passive

Your IV will be started before you are brought to the operating room.



DON’T TURN VERBS INTO NOUNS

DO:

Once your appointment is scheduled, please review our new patient 
packet.

DON’T:

Once your appointment is scheduled, please conduct a review of the new 
patient packet. 



USABILITY
I. INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

II. PAGE LAYOUT

III. DESIGN (ONLINE STYLE GUIDE)



INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

How content is structured 

• Know how pages will be grouped

• Know how users will be able to navigate to pages

• Know how dynamic content will be populated on pages



PAGE LAYOUT

Page Layout

• Know what page templates are available and use strategy for each

• Know what content areas are on each template and what type of 
content you need to create for each

• Know how content presentation changes across devices for each page 
template



PAGE LAYOUT

Responsive Website

• Content shifts and changes in 
presentational form depending on the 
width of the device.

• Sometimes, entire sections of content are 
not visible at certain breakpoints. Know 
what these are to be sure you are writing 
the right content for the right audiences.



PAGE LAYOUT

Accordions & Tabs

You will be able to use accordions 
and tabs on all templates.

In theory, accordions and tabs are a 
useful way to present content. By 
allowing people to control what 
content they see and what remains 
hidden, the information feels less 
overwhelming.

They are not a one-size-fits-all 
solution. There are some 
downsides to accordions and tabs.



PAGE LAYOUT

Downsides of accordion and tab content areas

• Forcing people to click on headings one at a time to display full 
content can be cumbersome

• They increase interaction cost

• Hiding content behind navigation diminishes people’s awareness of it

• Added development effort for proper accessibility

• Accordions and Tabs are often not well suited for printing documents 



DESIGN

Online Style Guide

An online guide about the website design and what design styles are 
available.

• Font and headlines styles available

• Link and bulleted list styles available

• Callout and feature content styles available

• Word count and image size restrictions

• Available image styles (float, outline, etc.)

• How video will be used on the website and how it will appear on the 
page

• What icons are available

• How accordion and tab styles look and work



ONLINE STYLE GUIDE

Visual & interaction design information at your fingertips

http://www.hospital.org/style-guide



SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)

I. WHAT IS SEO?

II. WEB WRITERS IMPACT SEO

III. META DATA

IV. SEO-FRIENDLY CONTENT

V. TEXT CONTENT FOR 
IMAGES, VIDEO, FLASH

VI. NESTING HEADER TAGS

VII. WHAT IS A KEYWORD?

VIII. WHERE TO USE KEYWORDS

IX. SELECTING KEYWORDS

X. SITE SEARCH



SEO

What is SEO?

“Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of affecting the visibility 
of a website or a web page in a search engine's ‘natural’ or un-paid 
(‘organic’) search results.”

Content still drives online engagement – that has not changed.

The practice of search engine optimization is always changing. 



WEB WRITERS CAN POSITIVELY IMPACT SEO

• Follow principles of good web writing

Because content drives online engagement 

• Meta data fields are completed 

meta title and meta description

• Always add text content to a page 

Search engines crawl content

• Write text content for image, video and flash content

Without text content, search engines don’t “see” this content

• Use meaningful link text

Remember principles of good web writing for links

• Nest header tags properly

Always use H1 first and at top



META DATA

Meta Titles
Meta titles are sometimes referred to as ‘browser titles.’ Each meta title 
should be an accurate, concise description of a page's content. 

• Be mindful of length 

Search engines and social media sites display a limited number of 
characters – stick with around 65 characters and spaces

• Place important keywords close to the front 

They will be more helpful for ranking and users will be more likely to 
click them in search results

• Include localization 

City/state for target market area; this may be a default, check with PM

• Write Unique Titles

Each and every web page should have a unique meta title



META DATA

Meta Titles

• Consider readability and emotional impact

A compelling title tag will pull in more visits from search results and can 
help to invest visitors in your site

Example: Breast Cancer Treatments | Orange, California | UC Irvine 



META DATA

Meta Descriptions
Meta descriptions are a short description of a page's content. Think of it as 
the commercial for the featured page.

• Text displayed beneath a listing in the results

• Draws readers to your site from the results

• Search engines cut snippets longer than 156 characters (including spaces)

• Use the same main keyword as used in the title tag

• Create unique descriptions for each and every page



SEO-FRIENDLY TEXT CONTENT

Write relevant content

• Write your content with naturally flowing keywords

• Make sense grammatically 

For instance, if your keyword is how do I improve my blood pressure and 
you cannot place the first person reference in your content you could 
use:

how to improve your blood pressure

OR embed the keyword into a second- or third-person question:

“if you are wondering ‘how do I improve blood pressure’ here is….”

• Content should be readable 

• Content should provide value



WRITE TEXT CONTENT FOR IMAGES

If you want your website’s images to be search engine 
optimized, include a description of the image in the alt text 
attribute of the image’s HTML 

• Write text that is related to the content around it

• In images of decorative text, the same text should be in the alt attribute 

• Keep the alt text content short and descriptive 

• For logos, describe the image as ‘Company Name’ 

• Use relevant keywords in context with the content on the page 

• Choose an appropriate file name for the images (see ‘Naming Conventions’)

• Label the file extension appropriately so search engines know what kind 
of image it is (see ‘Naming Conventions’)

• Use the longdesc attribute if you have a really long description you need 
to add to an image



WRITE TEXT CONTENT FOR VIDEO & FLASH

To help search engines identify video and flash content, you 
need to add text that is relevant and includes keywords

Video

• Include a video transcript 

• Provide meta data for your video that contains your core keyword in the 
HTML

Flash

• Provide HTML text for the flash files

• Add Meta data to flash movies using an FLV MetaData Injector

• Include the <noembed> tag and enclose descriptive text within it 



NEST HEADER TAGS PROPERLY

H1
H2
H3

H2
H3

H2
H2

H1
H3

H2
H3

H2
H2

H2
H3

H2
H3

H2
H2

YES No No



WRITING NESTED HEADER TAGS

• The H1 tag is the most important of header tags

It should contain your core keyword

• Start the content of the H1 tag with the core keyword

• The H2 Tag content can be an expanded version of h1

If your h1 Tag is “Diabetes Nutrition Services,” your h2 tag could be 
“Nutrition Counseling & Support for Diabetics.” 

• Do not feel obliged to use H3 to H6 tags for SEO purposes

This can be considered keyword-stuffing unless these headings are 
really helpful to the reader 

• H1 tags should be unique and relevant 

• Do not use more than one H1 tag on any particular web page



WHAT IS A KEYWORD?

• Keywords are the words you want to rank well for in search

The term ‘keyword’ is somewhat of a misnomer, since when we say 
keywords we're actually talking about multi-word phrases.

• A keyword describes the contents of a web page

Keywords and keyword phrases are intended to act as shortcuts to sum 
up an entire page



WHERE TO USE KEYWORDS

• Meta Title Tag

At least once, preferably close to the beginning

• Meta Description Tag

At least once, don’t compromise readability of description by packing it 
with keywords

• Top of page

Once prominently near the top of the page (H1 typically a good choice)

• In Body Copy

At least 2-3 times, including variations, in the body copy and links

• Alt attribute of images

This not only helps with web search, but also image search, which can 
occasionally bring valuable traffic



SELECTING KEYWORDS

A primer

• Perform market-area research

• Add geographic modifiers for key regions

“Orange County cardiologists”

• Internal nomenclature does not always translate to top search terms 

“Cardiovascular” vs. “Heart”

“Neurology” vs. “Brain and Nerve”

• Take common alternate spellings into consideration

“Orthopaedic” vs. “Orthopedic”

• Use near-match keywords 

On a page about ”plastic surgery” use “cosmetic surgery” once or twice



SITE SEARCH

Following SEO principles will improve site search

• Consult with your content owner to find out if any keyword research 
has been done or if existing keyword lists exist

• Use the principles for placing keywords on-page and in meta data in the 
same way you would for search engine optimization



NAMING CONVENTIONS
I. URLS

II. FILES

III. FILE FORMATS



URL NAMING CONVENTIONS

• Give visitors a rough idea on the type of content that is on the page as 
well as where the page is located in the site structure

• Shorter URLs are easier to copy/paste and will be visible in search 
results

• Unnecessary to repeat keywords from a parent category

http://www.hospital.org/our-services/diabetes/screening/

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3



FILE NAMING CONVENTIONS

• Use a consistent approach to naming (and organizing in media library) 

• No duplicates

• Use lower case letters and dashes instead of spaces

• Keep it short (as long as it is unique)

• Be as descriptive as possible without redundancy – this will help search 

engine rankings and help locate the file in the image directory later

• Organize files (MS Word, Excel, PDF, etc.) separately from images



FILE FORMATS

Files should only be provided in a format and size that average website 

users can download on their computers. 

Guidelines:

• Use only commonly-used file types for download or PDF (Portable 
Document Format) 

• Optimize documents for web use
• Provide the file type in parentheses (pdf), (doc), (ppt) along with 

download size (1.7KB) (1.0MB)



WRITING FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
I. SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS

II. GENERAL RULES

III. TWITTER

IV. FACEBOOK

V. LINKEDIN

VI. INSTAGRAM

VII. PINTEREST



SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS





FOCUS





IN GENERAL

• Shorter is often better. Don’t sell.

• Respond when people mention you. (Need to monitor).

• Choose deliberate and interesting topics. It’s messaging from you. Not 
about you.

• Share valuable, educational, informational and sometimes inspiring 
messages.

• Don’t link every time.

• Show don’t tell.

• Make your content shareable.



TWITTER

• Short, to the point.

• Sound bites.

• Up to 120 characters – so people can Retweet.

• Don’t always link.

• Use relevant hashtags (but no more than three).

• Find and register relevant ones:  http://www.symplur.com/healthcare-
hashtags/.

• Respond to people. Always!

• Follow people.

• Photos get higher engagement. (Upload directly to Twitter).

• Native video now also available on Twitter.

http://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/


FACEBOOK

Content on Facebook spreads 
when others share it! ~ 4 
percent of brand followers see 
posts.

But… you certainly want to 
participate:

• Keep it short.

• Ask questions.

• Write like a person.

• Respond quickly.

• Don’t always link – rarely.

• Call to actions – even rarer.



FACEBOOK

Inspire!



FACEBOOK

Use visuals



LINKEDIN

• It’s not just for job listings!

• Share organizational stories.

• Updates from staff.

• General updates that potential employees might find interesting.

• Conversational, but a bit more formal than Facebook and Twitter.



INSTAGRAM

• Photos

• Use hashtags

• Follow people

• Unique images

• Once a day is a good 
start.

• Comment on other 
people’s photos and 
like them.

• Tell an interesting 
“brand” story with 
your photos.

• Behind-the-scenes 
photos perform well.

• Don’t push to Twitter!



PINTEREST

• Infographics

o Mobile friendly

o Engaging

o Easy to digest

o Develop the data first

o Build a story, a flow around it

o Don’t over brand

o Big text



SOCIAL MEDIA WRAP-UP

• As the name suggests, social media is about being social – and not 
market-y.

• Share things that are informational, educational and relevant to the 
people you are trying to reach.

• Don’t think of it as a marketing channel – think of it as a dinner party. If 
you wouldn’t say it there, don’t say it on social.



WRITING STYLE
I. PREFERRED ORGANIZATIONAL STYLE

II. WEB WRITING GUIDE



WRITING STYLE

Preferred Organizational Style

Baystate uses AP Stylebook (with modifications).



WRITING STYLE

Web Writing Guide

• The Baystate Web Writing Guide will be delivered via PDF a 

week or two after the training

•Once the site is live, you will also be able to access it 

through the Online Style Guide



BAYSTATE HEALTH

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME & ATTENTION

Writing for the Web

Q & A 


